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Precision Analytics
Clinical Decision Support Tool

We understand the importance of delivering actionable data in a format that allows for intelligent and decisive 

care management decisions which can lead to improved outcomes.

Medical Necessity
Review results of ordered tests, positive results of tests not ordered, and missed drug-drug 

interactions.

Patient Results
Displays patient-level data in a cumulative format where the user can view a patient’s test 

history as a snapshot summary.

Panel Comparison
Compare test results based on cutoff levels.

Practice Metrics
Displays practice-level data from the overall practice population.

Regional Metrics
View trends in test results based on one or more states or cities.
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Medical Necessity
• Provides specific data on what tests have been 

ordered and resulted in both positive and negative 
outcomes, positive results on tests not ordered, and 
missed drug-drug interactions based on the patient 
population

• Access mock bills, CMS Fee schedule, and drug 
class information, providing transparency and visibility

Patient Results
• Patient-level data shown in a cumulative format 

where the user can obtain a historical perspective 
on patient test results, verify medication adherence, 
and identify trends

• Access and download individual patient test reports 
in PDF format

Panel Comparison
• Filter results to a specific patient to see an overview 

of testing and history of test results
• Track patient progress by adding custom notes for 

each patient

Regional Metrics
• View test result trends within multiple cities or states
• View trends based on age, gender, and drug 

categories

Practice Metrics
• Displays cumulative results from the overall practice 

population
• View the most common drug combinations within 

the practice population as well as the number of 
consistent samples, unexpected positives, and 
unexpected negatives
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Medical Necessity
The provider should order only those tests which he/she believes are medically necessary for each individual patient 
based on their clinical condition. This section can assist with the analysis.

CPT Code Analysis allows for easy comparison of profiles – Ordered Analytes vs. Community Trend. This dashboard 
also provides sample PDF government and commercial payer mock bills.

Patient Profile
This dashboard gives users the ability to 
narrow data to a specific patient. Here, 
users can see an overview of all testing as 
well as a historical view of all test results. 
The notes section can be used to track 
progress or any other details the user 
wants to add for the patient.

Disclaimer: The screenshots in this brochure do not include actual patient or provider data.
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Precision DDI and Precision Analytics
Precision DDI provides referenced drug information that describes adverse reactions, contraindications, 
mechanism of action, pharmacodynamics, and the pharmacokinetics of a particular medication. Precision 
DDI is integrated directly into our drug test result data. This information can be beneficial in improving patient 
outcomes by opening an enhanced level of dialogue between clinicians and their patients regarding the 
potential risks of concomitant drug use.
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Precision Test Reports:
Precision DDI analytics are available in any of our customizable test reports. The Precision DDI Report 
displays the following information: 

Precision DDI (Drug-Drug Interactions)

Specific combination(s) promoting a DDI

DDI Summary

Professional & Consumer Notes

Severity Level



transforming healthcare 
through clinical  
laboratory science
Precision Diagnostics is committed to transforming healthcare 

by delivering accurate, comprehensive, actionable clinical data 

needed to enhance population health and improve outcomes 

throughout the continuum of care.
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(800) 635-6901
info@precisiondxlab.com
precisiondxlab.com

INNOVATION

We relentlessly pursue 
research, technology, 

and quality – providing 
unparalleled,  

cutting-edge clinical 
laboratory science  

and delivery.

INTEGRITY

We accept and 
incorporate only ethical 

business solutions 
representing the highest 

quality standards, rooted 
in honesty, fairness,  

and transparency.

OUTCOMES

With a focus on the end 
goal, we continually 

explore new advances 
in delivering informed, 
coordinated, efficient 

patient care.

INSIGHTS

We integrate and deliver 
intelligent analytics 

that power objective, 
actionable clinical data – 
fulfilling our commitment 
to an evolved healthcare 

delivery system.


